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Q1 What one word or phrase would you use to describe what you like best
about Lowman Beach Park?
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57.01% 183

16.51% 53

5.92% 19

7.79% 25

12.77% 41

Q2 On a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means “extremely important” and 5
means “not important at all”, how important is it to provide a new racket

court at Lowman Beach Park?
Answered: 321 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 321
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4: not
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5: use the
space for ot...
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Q3 The following is a list of existing features in the park. Using a scale
from 1 to 5, where 1 means “extremely important” and 5 means “not

important at all,” please tell us how you would rate each feature at Lowman
Beach Park. You can also select “don’t know” if you are unsure.

Answered: 320 Skipped: 2
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Q4 The images above show different features for a new racket court.
Please rank each of the following elements in order of preference (where 1

is most preferred and 6 is least preferred).
Answered: 306 Skipped: 16
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B: Pickleball only
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D: Game striping

E: Trike track on court

F: Alternative court colors
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Q5 To provide space for a new racket court, it is likely that the existing
swings will need to be removed. The images above show different

amenities that could be included at the park to replace the swings. Please
rank each of the following elements in order of preference (where 1 is most

preferred and 6 is least preferred).
Answered: 306 Skipped: 16
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Q6 What else should we consider when developing a schematic plan for a
Lowman Beach Racket Court?

Answered: 174 Skipped: 148
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Tennis 9/5/2020 2:59 AM

2 Sufficient room behind the tennis baselines. Quality nets with center straps. 9/4/2020 8:45 PM

3 Space between courts/ fencing between courts 9/3/2020 8:20 PM

4 make it DOG FREE 9/3/2020 7:38 PM

5 leave natural setting too 9/3/2020 3:29 PM

6 Tennis courts closer to rad, so that beach can be viewed and accessed unobstructed (and no
Tennis balls go in the water).

9/3/2020 10:52 AM

7 It is important for the community not to lose any of the current amenities in Lowman Park. So
a racket court, beach access & swings plus some shady trees are key for our community to
not have a reduction in park services at this location.

9/3/2020 10:33 AM

8 Waiting area 9/3/2020 9:39 AM

9 benches in court for 2 people to sit on while awaiting play 9/3/2020 9:35 AM

10 Keep it simple. It’s a nice park because it doesn’t have a lot amenities. It has the beach and
the grass. It’s a quiet secret place open to everyone.

9/3/2020 7:09 AM

11 Please no court. Keep the open lawn. 9/2/2020 4:09 PM

12 I don't believe there are any dedicated pickleball courts in Seattle. Yet the number of pickleball
players is exploding as evidenced by the numbers of players showing up and tightening court
availability at Delridge Community Center and Walt Hundley Play Field. That said, wind off the
water might be a troubling factor playing pickleball at this location, in which case perhaps
another location could be considered for dedicated pickleball in south Seattle.

9/2/2020 4:00 PM

13 High school uses? 9/2/2020 3:52 PM

14 Preserving the view for all as well as when using the court. 9/2/2020 2:35 PM

15 Makes sure it’s well kept then it will look good and be used. 9/2/2020 1:54 PM

16 Water fountain and bathrooms 9/2/2020 12:16 PM

17 avoid building structures that would encourage grafiti / defacement 9/2/2020 10:45 AM

18 Kayak storage would be really cool!! 9/1/2020 5:59 PM

19 Restroom or porta potties? 9/1/2020 9:10 AM

20 It would be nice to have several designated pickleball courts with fencing around them so the
ball stays in the court area. Seating near the courts would be nice.

8/31/2020 6:51 PM

21 A small pickleball court would better fit the smaller park footprint than a full size tennis court. 8/31/2020 10:21 AM

22 North/South orientation of pickleball/tennis courts. 8/31/2020 8:59 AM

23 A bathroom 8/31/2020 8:04 AM

24 Don't encroach on the beach area, don't get rid of the swings! Lots of kids in the neighborhood
love those swings and are typically less busy than the only playground open at Lincoln Park.

8/30/2020 10:15 PM

25 A bathroom 8/30/2020 6:13 PM

26 What about a bocce court 8/30/2020 4:34 PM

27 it's not an appropriate place to have a tennis court 8/30/2020 11:44 AM

28 Picnic tables 8/30/2020 11:06 AM

29 Make it a place that is welcoming to the citizens and not an elite spot for middle-aged tennis
players. There are many other tennis courts in WS. This is a place kids and families like to
come and explore, enjoy the view and beach. Having a paved lot where people play ball with
unleashed dogs and unmasked dudes hit high-velocity balls is not safe or enjoyable.

8/30/2020 10:52 AM

30 fence to keep the tennis balls from escaping 8/30/2020 9:08 AM
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31 Hope we can be environmental stewards for this spot! 8/30/2020 7:39 AM

32 The pickleball community would be truly grateful if you would add lines to allow us to play in
our beautiful west seattle scenery.

8/29/2020 10:42 PM

33 There should be no court at all. This survey is a travesty, in that it pretends that a court is a
done deal. It is not. It has never been part of the plan. There are plenty of courts in the
neighborhood. This is a beach park with a daylighted stream. That is what is should be. Racket
sports belong elsewhere!

8/29/2020 8:47 PM

34 Don't have a racket court. 8/29/2020 8:37 PM

35 Closest Court on Fauntleroy has lessons/is busy. Lowman court was allowed to deteriorate and
became useless for serious racket play.

8/29/2020 7:42 PM

36 Like fitness equipment and scattered seating with some lawn. Remove swings- enough parks
in WS with swings. Enjoy beauty of beach setting

8/29/2020 7:00 PM

37 I like existing. pls keep as close to that as possible. 8/29/2020 5:43 PM

38 Basketball hoop 8/29/2020 3:32 PM

39 Water Fountain 8/29/2020 2:14 PM

40 Preserve as much of the natural setting as possible 8/29/2020 1:58 PM

41 Safety of users, i.e. lighting 8/29/2020 1:51 PM

42 Build tennis court only! 8/29/2020 11:48 AM

43 Nice and clean bathrooms 8/29/2020 10:30 AM

44 Pickleball is the most popular 8/29/2020 10:00 AM

45 Seasonal kayak / board storage 8/29/2020 9:37 AM

46 Having the tennis court fit the esthetic. Colors that blend in, even if non traditional tennis
colors.

8/29/2020 9:25 AM

47 Beach access 8/29/2020 8:33 AM

48 Keep it accessible for neighborhood to walk to and USE! (mindful of former gathering place for
watching Christmas Ship)

8/29/2020 7:20 AM

49 Don’t take up beach / nature / outdoor views with a racket court. Other courts available nearby. 8/29/2020 7:08 AM

50 I don't think that a single user group (tennis players) should be deciding the fate and design of
this rare and beautiful pocket park that serves so many people. HBB does not represent me or
serve the public good. You represent a special interest group whose mission has morphed from
replacing the court to redesigning the park. Either replace the existing tennis court - same
footprint and same location - or tear it down and go somewhere else. The last thing the
neighborhood needs is more hard surface. After all it took to save this space - what is Parks
thinking?

8/29/2020 2:13 AM

51 clear most of the driftwood 8/29/2020 12:30 AM

52 The tennis court is part of Lowman Beach Park history. I would be sad to see it go. I am 69
years old and have been visiting this park for many years. I now come here on my e-bike from
Alki. I would like to see adequate bike parking here since car parking is limited in the area.

8/28/2020 11:54 PM

53 Fencing around the court to contain balls. 8/28/2020 11:45 PM

54 lack of pickleball in west Seattle 8/28/2020 11:27 PM

55 There was already a court there so it should not be removed. It is a legacy court. 8/28/2020 11:26 PM

56 Pickle ball and tennis courts should have more distinct lines for better play. Lines on courts at
other facilities are not easily visible.

8/28/2020 11:23 PM

57 Tennis is not enjoyed by all, but walking and views are. Please do not ignore the opportunity to
give us a view of the beautiful water. Do not give us a view of a plastic sport court only
occasionally used.

8/28/2020 11:14 PM
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58 There is another 6 court facility blocks away, so the neighbors do not want yet another one
blocking the view of the ocean. No court!!

8/28/2020 11:11 PM

59 No court. This should be a native plant garden! 8/28/2020 10:40 PM

60 Just let the park be natural. 8/28/2020 10:02 PM

61 Leave it as natural and unobstructed as possible. 8/28/2020 9:42 PM

62 Please make natural and open space the priority. There are six perfectly good tennis courts
just up the hill.

8/28/2020 8:38 PM

63 Don’t overthink this. Keep it simple. Find a place to put the new courts, make them accessible
and call it good.

8/28/2020 8:36 PM

64 restroom 8/28/2020 8:36 PM

65 Please keep open space - what I love about the park is the access to nature, which is kind of
spoiled by having a bunch of tennis courts and other stuff.

8/28/2020 8:35 PM

66 A full size tennis court takes up much of the park and can be used by a maximum of four
people at at time. Plenty of courts nearby. Please use the room for open space and more
trees.

8/28/2020 8:14 PM

67 We like to have open space to teach classes and to watch gorgeous sunsets. Please maintain
a natural wilderness feeling.

8/28/2020 8:02 PM

68 Dock 8/28/2020 7:38 PM

69 Please keep the tennis court 8/28/2020 7:34 PM

70 parking? 8/28/2020 6:56 PM

71 Multiple courts, four would be great! 8/28/2020 6:43 PM

72 Views of the water should be available from all areas. 8/28/2020 5:43 PM

73 None 8/28/2020 5:31 PM

74 I invite anyone in a position of responsibility to drive by Delridge and High Point tennis courts
on any nice summer morning. There are four courts going with people waiting.

8/28/2020 5:19 PM

75 N/a 8/28/2020 5:09 PM

76 The strong winds off the sound. 8/28/2020 5:07 PM

77 The don’t tear out the lawn for more artificial improvements. The natural space and greenery is
what makes Lowman beautiful

8/28/2020 4:52 PM

78 Futsal court 8/28/2020 4:44 PM

79 Racket court must have a north/south orientation Fencing around the court 8/28/2020 4:26 PM

80 Covered shelter area 8/28/2020 4:16 PM

81 There are 6 very large tennis courts 1,500 feet up the hill for people that want to play tennis.
This space, with limited parking, and primarily a pass through for walkers should be natural and
a hub for viewing the water, not for a few people a year to play a sport they can play 1,500 feet
away without taking away space from a shoreline.

8/28/2020 4:12 PM

82 Safety and Security. Unfortunately West Seattle has been having an uptick in crime and there
is not enough police presence. There has been a rise in fast cars, illegal bonfires, partying on
the beach, even some incidence of threatening behavior and those types of things during the
evening hours. The community often times is left to fend for ourselves because there just isn't
enough police and they only will come right away if there is a weapon involved or a life in
danger. The reason I bring this up is because that is a concern not only for the beautiful
community courts and area, but also for those using the park. Not sure how to control that,
however something to think about because those folks are somewhat destructive and it's
disappointing.

8/28/2020 3:55 PM

83 No clutter 8/28/2020 3:50 PM
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84 This park could really use a bathroom. 8/28/2020 3:48 PM

85 don't take away all the open grass if adding equipment, make it accessible consider outdoor
musical instrument play structures

8/28/2020 3:39 PM

86 Tennis is a lifelong sport that can be enjoyed by families and individuals. It would be very nice
to have lighting for the court.

8/28/2020 2:25 PM

87 I visit the park often with my kids and enjoy the beach, lawn, and swings. I have never seen
anyone on the tennis court. There are good courts very close by. Literally any other amenity
would be really nice.

8/28/2020 1:53 PM

88 There’s already a racket court in Solstice Park on Fauntlery nearby. No new racket park is
needed at Lowman.

8/28/2020 1:50 PM

89 Dont get rid of any of the existing old trees 8/28/2020 1:26 PM

90 If there is a sport court, please keep fencing to a minimum. I enjoy the view to the water more
with no fence. Also could a sort court with a basketball hoop be considered. It would be used
by more young people.

8/28/2020 1:19 PM

91 We spend time weekly In Lowman beach park, it is very popular for families to come down and
picnic, space available for that as well as trash receptacles would be important. I also see lots
of folks using the beach for water access for SUP/kayak. I would love the option of a pickle
ball court in such a killer spot. It may save some room and allow for more amenities, since it
would be smaller than a Tennis court to some degrees

8/28/2020 1:12 PM

92 care of existing trees, permanent pickle ball nets, access to beach for kayaks and boards 8/28/2020 1:11 PM

93 pickleball court 8/28/2020 1:09 PM

94 Just please keep it simple and don’t put in stuff at the cost of taking away trees or green
space. This beach is simple and rustic and families love it because of that. The gravel paths
are awesome and the natural slope of the open area contributes to the uniqueness of this park.
Hell, if you could just change out the sea wall and leave everything else as is, that would be
preferable.

8/28/2020 1:06 PM

95 I feel a racket Court is a poor use of limited space that will take away from the unique beach
views and access spoiled by the unnatural structures of a racket court.

8/28/2020 1:04 PM

96 don't develop accept easier access to the beach! 8/28/2020 12:54 PM

97 Keep as natural a beach setting as possible, picnic tables 8/28/2020 12:49 PM

98 This is a super low key park and I love it for that. Having a tennis court in the "opportunity
area" would disrupt the homes next to the park. There are tennis courts up the hill that people
can use. Keeping it an open park or putting in a nice seating area in the opportunity area would
be a nicer alternative. The swings are wonderful, though!

8/28/2020 12:38 PM

99 A surface that could be used for roller skaters. 8/28/2020 12:27 PM

100 Lowman beach is a popular - and great - spot for launching Paddle Boards and Kayaks 8/28/2020 12:19 PM

101 Encourage passive use of the park, with only minimal amenities, and ensure the long-term
survival of the beach (avoid erosion).

8/28/2020 11:56 AM

102 Please do not remove this lawn. First, we live right above this area and it would be such an
eye sore, and reduce our views. Secondarily, everyone loves this area - kids run, dogs play
ball, people picnic. It’ll don’t take more grass and natural beauty out of parks!

8/28/2020 11:40 AM

103 A multi-use pickle ball and tennis court will get a lot of use. Its needed very much. 8/28/2020 11:32 AM

104 Pickle ball would be a great addition! 8/28/2020 11:24 AM

105 A small play set that children could play on instead of swingset 8/28/2020 10:46 AM

106 if it means losing the field, no tennis court. other places do not want to 8/28/2020 10:05 AM

107 This park is small and has limited street parking. Garbage is not picked up and the trash is
overflowing. Many canoes and kayaks are here and need easy access to the shoreline.

8/28/2020 8:26 AM

108 Not enough room in opportunity area for a full size court. Restore or add a court inside Lincoln 8/28/2020 8:25 AM
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park instead.

109 An option could be to provide only one pickleball court, allowing extra space for some open
lawn.

8/28/2020 7:56 AM

110 Look forward to keeping as much of the old with a sprinkling of new ammenities 8/28/2020 7:30 AM

111 Return to more natural setting 8/28/2020 7:29 AM

112 Tennis first, but not at the exclusion of other activities. Benches for older visitors, swings for
younger families seems like a good compromise.

8/28/2020 5:42 AM

113 If courts have mutiple stripes for tennis and pickle. The colors need to be brighter. The blue
can not be seen when there is shade.

8/27/2020 10:14 PM

114 Installing lights tor playing at night and wind screen 8/27/2020 9:52 PM

115 At least 2 pickle ball courts. This has become very popular. 8/27/2020 8:43 PM

116 Our kids really love the swings and court. I hope they can be replaced. 8/27/2020 7:32 PM

117 This location is very popular with kids (go there sometime). Having things that help engage
kids would be great.

8/27/2020 6:58 PM

118 A place for a portable potty ie not the bushes, bulkhead or beach! 8/27/2020 4:49 PM

119 There needs to be wind breaks on an any court plan that is developed. 8/27/2020 4:49 PM

120 Shaded seating? THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR ASKING FOR FEED BACK! LOVE WEST
SEATTLE!

8/27/2020 4:41 PM

121 restroom 8/27/2020 3:16 PM

122 Keep it simple. Tennis, fitness, water access. Place for bike. Place to rest and enjoy the
beauty.

8/27/2020 2:32 PM

123 keep it feeling natural and simple as it is now 8/27/2020 2:25 PM

124 Make one quickly so we can have another court to play pickleball 8/27/2020 1:50 PM

125 Accessible restrooms!! I would visit much more often if there were restrooms. Lowman Beach
has been one of my favorite Seattle parks for nearly 20 years. I live in Seattle, and about a 45
minute drive away (in the best traffic conditions). It’s difficult to use the park without it having
basic facilities.

8/27/2020 1:45 PM

126 growth of pickleball. 8/27/2020 12:39 PM

127 Parking area. 8/27/2020 12:39 PM

128 natural beach atmosphere 8/27/2020 12:37 PM

129 Special spot to be used for activity, so special for regular people to enjoy something so
majestic!

8/27/2020 12:24 PM

130 Native plants 8/27/2020 12:22 PM

131 Plenty of good ideas already! 8/27/2020 12:04 PM

132 Seating in shade 8/27/2020 11:37 AM

133 Right now with covid and other I’ll eased and outdoor racket court is key to safe fitness. 8/27/2020 11:25 AM

134 Anything you can think of that Palm Springs would have on their tournament-ready Pickleball
Courts!

8/27/2020 11:24 AM

135 More pickleball courts 8/27/2020 11:16 AM

136 Please make the racket court usable for pickleball! 8/27/2020 11:04 AM

137 Might consider creating 10 and under tennis courts specifically, they would be a first in the city
and are a smaller footprint. Often when I have been in/by this court, that is who I see playing
(families), which is different demographic than what lincoln park has, it feels more comfortable
I think for families and beginners down there... One comment for a park this small, the more

8/27/2020 10:50 AM
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things that can be going on the more likely people use the space. With no amenities and just
open space the park is much less used...this can be seen by how many people picnic there. I
would guess only a handful (5-10) and only peak time of year. I never seen more than 2 small
picnic groups over hundreds of times visiting the parks over decades.

138 Pickleball lines :) 8/27/2020 10:35 AM

139 Seating on courts 8/27/2020 10:33 AM

140 make sure that the court orientation is north-south to avoid sun being a hazard when playing;
build into the plan semi-permanent nets for the pickleball courts

8/27/2020 9:44 AM

141 Lighting, sensory garden like at the rose garden near the zoo, hitting wall for racquet sports
(high priority), add a second court, water feature?

8/27/2020 8:40 AM

142 Either do a regular sized tennis court if it fits, or pickle ball/basketball combo. 8/27/2020 8:35 AM

143 A dedicated tennis court is needed in the area. Courts in WS get heavy use and it is harder to
find open court time as well as prevent excess wearing on existing courts

8/27/2020 8:19 AM

144 Tennis court and natural beach w benches 8/27/2020 8:05 AM

145 Add another tennis court. 8/27/2020 8:05 AM

146 There are very few public options for tennis players! This is an important court to players in
west Seattle.

8/27/2020 7:55 AM

147 Please include bee friendly plants. 8/27/2020 7:52 AM

148 Should be regulation size 8/27/2020 7:51 AM

149 Seattle needs more tennis courts 8/27/2020 7:40 AM

150 Tennis courta 8/27/2020 6:11 AM

151 drinking fountain 8/26/2020 10:36 PM

152 The history of Lowman Beach and the fact that a tennis court is part of that history. It is
important to keep tennis available to the community!

8/26/2020 10:07 PM

153 As the population grows in West Seattle, the courts are becoming more crowded. The new
pickle ball players are taking up more court use. We cannot afford to lose a tennis court in
West Seattle. The remaining tennis courts are barely playable pressently.

8/26/2020 10:01 PM

154 Tennis courts in the city should never be reprioritized for uses other than tennis courts,
exclusively. i have been involved in city wide tennis discussions since Seattle Tennis Center
was a piece of undeveloped land

8/26/2020 9:29 PM

155 Parking. 8/26/2020 9:08 PM

156 Long term preservation 8/26/2020 9:06 PM

157 A drinking water water fill-up Station 8/26/2020 9:02 PM

158 I would use this park 4-5 times weekly if it had a pickleball court 8/26/2020 8:57 PM

159 If you put in 2 pickle ball courts, you can put a solid wall on one end for people to practice off
of and add a basketball hoop on 1 end of 1 court so the kids can use it when no one is playing

8/26/2020 8:30 PM

160 Restore the beach front , native plants to attack wildlife, birds 8/26/2020 8:28 PM

161 Please leave the small boat launch access with the indented drop off area on the south side.
Don’t cut down the big trees.

8/26/2020 8:24 PM

162 Water fountain that actually works and is turned on during summer months. 8/26/2020 8:17 PM

163 redclay USA has a nice artificial red clay court that is low maintenance and works well during
wet weather for increased play year round!

8/26/2020 8:11 PM

164 It seems to me that the directory should choose to go in one direction and make it excellent.
The land simply beacons for a passionate design. if it's a full-sized tennis court, a nod to its
most recent past, so be it. make it the best full-size tennis court experience possible. if the
decision is to have no court so be it. Bring it back to a natural environment. The only way to

8/26/2020 7:50 PM
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screw it up would be an try to compromise too much and try and cater to everyone. Lowman is
a small park with an outstanding view. The fencing around the tennis court should be
minimized. a backboard practice wall would be great. dangerously high swings are awesome!

165 tennis is a low cost sport accessible to most - great way to round out the park offering. secure
storage for SUPs and kayaks would be amazing for all of the nearby apartment dwellers (I'm a
homeowner, with a garage, and I'd still love this feature as my equipment is all inflatable!)

8/26/2020 7:49 PM

166 Small Picnic Tables. Remember that 4 pickleball courts can fit on one tennis court. 8/26/2020 7:43 PM

167 Please consider that the court has been there for generations and we want to keep it for future
generations!

8/26/2020 7:43 PM

168 No restrooms. Will only create problems 8/26/2020 7:38 PM

169 Lowman Beach is known for its tennis court. People come from all over to play tennis on the
most beautiful court in Seattle. Lowman Beach's tennis court is iconic. It provides public
access to a private club amenity- a beautiful tennis court on the water. Do not take away this
amazing amenity.

8/26/2020 7:30 PM

170 Restroom 8/26/2020 7:30 PM

171 Preserving the open space, trees and swing are a priority over a court. There are courts
nearby. This is a neighborhood park. Creating a park with a bunch of amenities will draw large
crowds which will be very disruptive

8/26/2020 7:30 PM

172 A pickleball court is smaller than a tennis court and would leave more room for other
amenities. However, I realize the tennis players initiated this project.

8/26/2020 7:25 PM

173 Keeping the park as natural and rustic as it is today...a court, two swings, a few
benches....everything else the same....beach and lawn[where the court is not]

8/26/2020 7:15 PM

174 Restroom Facility 8/26/2020 7:12 PM
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Q9 How often do you visit the park?
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Q10 What is your age group?
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